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2019:

I

The Year of Reaching
for the Wings

n my not-too-distant past life, I was editor-in-chief of Twin & Turbine
Magazine. Last February, I published a column called “The Year of Flying
with a Purpose.” It was my attempt of laying out my aviation goals for the
year 2018 with concrete plan of action. The idea was that if I put it in print,
I’d be more likely to follow through.
I just re-read that column and spent some time ruminating on how I did and
what I plan to accomplish for 2019. Here’s what I wrote then:
1.

Develop a plan that will create discipline in keeping my flying current and
sharp, and stick to it;

2.

Fly at least one charitable mission per month for Angel Flight;

3.

Add a rating/endorsement;

4.

Convert my logbook to an electronic one, preferably on my iPad, and;

5.

Do more flying in my pristine little 1975 Cessna 172M, an aircraft that has
been in my family since new and in which I originally earned my license.

So how did I do? I succeeded on #1, as I logged more than 100 hours last
year and made sure I was in the left seat of a plane at least four times a month
(with the exception of December when I underwent hip surgery). Regarding
my Angel Flight goal, I did fairly well, although aircraft maintenance and
mission availability/suitability doomed a couple months of my flying. I did well
enough that Angel Flight awarded me “New Pilot of the Year” at their annual
fundraising gala last fall. Not expected, but certainly appreciated! If you’ve
never done any charitable flying, I can’t encourage you enough. Of all the ways
my husband and I “give back” for the blessings we’ve been bestowed, charitable
flying provides immediate, real-time reward. The person you are helping isn’t an
ideal or a symbolic representation, he or she is standing right in front of you, and
your plane is the conduit to the act of giving. It can’t get much better than that!
On #3, I failed utterly. The plan was to add a tailwheel endorsement. After
nearly 30 years of flying and having mother whose tailwheel prowess was
legendary, I’m almost embarrassed to admit that I don’t have this one checked
off. Last fall, I had an instructor with a plane ready and willing, but I didn’t
carve out the time to get it done. Regarding #4 and #5, I completed the mindnumbing task of researching and converting my logbook from paper to
electronic (I picked LogTenPro), but I still didn’t fly the C-172 as much as I
should have.
Have you set any aviation-related goals for 2019? Fortunately, the
MMOPA Safety Committee has done a lot of the work for you with the
Continued on page 7
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best practice documents, checklists, POH’s and guides.
In addition, there are training and safety content,
Service Bulletin information and back issues of
MMOPA Magazine. New resources are continually
added and updated.
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MMOPA Executive Director
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ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars,
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers.

The Malibu M-Class (MMOPA) is a not-for-profit
organization dedicated to the interests and safety of
owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP and Matrix) aircraft.
MMOPA was founded in 1988, and now serves nearly
1,000 members. MMOPA is not affiliated with the
Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other manufacturer/vendor.
Membership is available to any registered or
prospective owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft
or any qualifying individual or organization involved with
or providing a service for the PA46 family of aircraft.
Dues are $250 annually and includes a subscription to
MMOPA Magazine, access to the MMOPA members
website and forums, Jeppesen subscription discounts,
and eligibility to attend MMOPA events and activities
(additional fees may apply to some events).

JEPPESEN SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT: Members receive
a 15-month subscription for the price of a 12-month
subscription. The savings alone more than cover the cost
of MMOPA’s annual membership dues.
MMOPA TRAINING DIRECTORY: MMOPA Vendor
Members who have represented that they offer typespecific initial and recurrent PA46 training with an
insurance-approved syllabus.

Member-Only Benefits & Services

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics,
absorb information or get any question answered.
MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal
issues and general membership.
MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and
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MMOPA SAFETY & EDUCATION FOUNDATION: A 501(c)
(3) charitable entity, the Foundation is an independent
entity that is dedicated to engaging with MMOPA
members to help them operate their PA46 aircraft in the
safest possible manner. The foundation’s sole purpose
is to promote, support and fund safety initiatives,
programming, resources and tools. In addition, it may
include direct vouchers to MMOPA members who attend
training programs provided by MMSTF and M-Class.

2 0 1 9

RACE INITIATIVE: MMOPA and Piper Aircraft have
developed a means for members to submit input to the
Piper RACE Team (Reliability of Aircraft & the Customer
Experience). This is a streamlined mechanism for realworld user experience from members to be provided
to decision makers at Piper, for the purpose of making
product design changes that benefit the PA46 fleet.
MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft,
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in
this online listing service.

°
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Continued from page 3

MAKE THIS YOUR 2019
GOAL: EARN YOUR MASTER
AVIATOR WINGS.
introduction of the Master Aviator program. If you
haven’t already, check out the program’s genesis, goals
and requirements on the MMOPA website under the
“Safety” tab.
There are three award levels, starting with Aviator,
progressing to Senior Aviator and culminating with
Master Aviator. To achieve the highest level, you’ll need:
100 hours logged in a year, a tailwheel endorsement,
upset/recovery training, an additional mid-year training
event (besides your normal annual recurrent), attend a
convention in the last 36 months and remained accident
free for the past three years. To retain the Master Aviator
status, you are required log 100 hours over the course of
the year and attain some type of additional enrichment

training, whether that be a new rating, endorsement
or coursework.
I’ve talked to a number of you who are well on your way
to achieved Master Aviator status, which means you will be
proudly recognized and awarded your gold “wings” at the
spring convention in Amelia Island. The really good news
is that as the program takes hold, we believe the entire
community will be rewarded with higher pilot competency
and lower accident rates.
Also, two of the fun aspects of the program is the sheer
challenge of it, and that we have the opportunity to hold
each accountable through the program’s measurable goals.
Thus, I will put my proverbial “money-where-my-mouth
is” and commit to flying to the standard in 2019: 100 hours
+ recurrent/additional training + a tailwheel endorsement
+ stall/spin training.
Are you up to the challenge? Here’s to new adventures
and a great year of flying in 2019!

°
•

WELCOME NEW MMOPA MEMBERS
Kirk Adams, Fresno, CA
Richard Bennett, New York, NY
Frank Bierbaum, Borken, Germany
Henry Black, St. Clair Shores, MI
Eric Bouchet, Reignier, France
Sam Brailsford, Greeley, CO
Ben Bryant, Pilot Mountain, NC
Edward Burkardt, Minot, ND
Nate Calvin, Boise, ID
Kimberly Coryat, Memphis, TN
Patrick Crowe, St Paul, MN
Marc Curreri, Parkland, FL
Michael Daly, Grapevine, TX
Eric Davignon,
Sherbrooke, QB, Canada
Steve Davis, Des Moines, IA
Roger Domres, Bismarck, ND
Rick Edwards, Marble Falls, TX
David El, Green Cove Springs, FL
David Fabry, Westerham, UK
William Farha, Wichita, KS
Roger Florkiewicz, Schererville, IN
Kenneth Floyd, Boerne, TX

Michael Frank, Spofford, NH
Jason Gilbert, Los Angeles, CA
Larry Grant, Watsonville, CA
Ken Guliker, Warman, CA
Matthew Gunderson,
Cedar Rapids, IA
Jay Hahn, Jefferson City, MO
Joseph Harris, Key Largo, FL
Adam Harris, Balranald, Australia
Kyle Helbing, Dallas, TX
Jason Hills, Bothell, WA
Randy Holt, Lakewood, WA
Fred Hughes, Jericho, Australia
David Irvine, Grove, OK
Dean Johnson, Austin, TX
Justin Lantzman, Del Mar, CA
Herve Lemaire,
La Garenne-Colombes, France
Stephan Malvoisin, Arlington, VA
Galen Manternach, Sarasota, FL
Mark Maslow, Evington, VA
Jamie Matthews, Austin, TX
Jeff McAllister, Atlanta, GA

M M O P A

Jay McFarland, Oklahoma City, OK
John McVicker, Colorado Springs, CO
Kenneth Meyers, Nevada City, CA
Dan Montgomery, Inverness, FL
Rick Mrkacek, Bloomington, IL
John Neely, Savannah, GA
Joe Ostrander, Chicago, IL
Anthony Pate, Sherwood, OR
Chad Phillips, Albury, Australia
John L Plueger, Los Angeles, CA
Bill Powell, Show Low, AZ
Gene Renuart, Colorado Springs, CO
Peter Renzulli, Bridgewater, NJ
Bernhard Schmidt, Graz, Austria
Greg Stevens, Lake Havasu, AZ
George Swetlitz, Durham, NC
Jamie Turner, Worcester, UK
Sam Viviano, McDonald, PA
Deanna Wallace, Lufkin, TX
Lisa Welch, Portland, OR
Neil Wexler, Rye, NY
David Windmiller, Farmingdale, NY

M A G A Z I N E
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

by Randy James

What a year it has been!
A look back at 2018
“It is amazing what you can accomplish if
you do not care who gets the credit.”
— Harry S. Truman

A

s an initial proposition, my comments are not
looking for credit; however MMOPA has enjoyed
an extraordinary 2018 in the following respects:
(1) appointment of our talented Executive Director
Dianne White; (2) a phenomenal safety record
for the fleet; (3) the launch of new safety initiatives by
Board member Joe Casey and now former Board member
Bart Bartlett; (4) publishing the MMOPA Magazine
six times a year; (5) the new MMOPA Safety and
Education Foundation, a 501(c)(3) entity, which will assist
members by reimbursement for supplemental training
with approved courses/instructor, (6) the much awaited
launch of the new MMOPA website by MMOPA’s former
president Tom and his son Ryan Kieffer and finally, (7)
the best attended convention in MMOPA history at the
Broadmoor in Colorado Springs.

Dianne White, MMOPA’s
Executive Director
Your Board, and of course the membership, already
knew about Dianne’s immense talent because of her
status as the editor of the MMOPA Magazine in 2017 –
and clearly credit for the initial discussions rests with
Manny Casiano and her nomination with Jeff Schweitzer,
our former Board member, long-time member and editor
of the MMOPA Magazine. Then Brian Cameron, Dianne’s
predecessor, suggested Dianne also take the helm of
the organization as its next executive director. I believe
Dianne’s appointment will prove to be a pivotal, promising
and propitious choice for MMOPA evolving to the next
level as an organization. I have first-hand observed
her dedication, direction and discipline in herding the

8
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many cats, including yours truly, in discharging her
responsibilities. Although the appointment met with
unfortunate dissension by the Piper dealers, Dianne
handled the would-be controversy with aplomb
and professionalism.

A Good Year for Safety in the PA46 Fleet
While Dianne nor I can take credit for a good year of
safe flying by our membership, I would like to think that
the many articles, member contributions on the forums,
activities of MMOPA’s safety committees, which generated
the FRAT application and PAR, as well as our very own
Manny Casiano tirelessly dissecting and presenting that
dissection to members at the annual convention.

Maintaining the Excellent PA46
Safety Record
MMOPA’s safety committee announced an auspicious
proposal at the convention and further detailed in the
last MMOPA Magazine issue labeled appropriately
the Master Aviator Program, which has its genesis in
Board Member Joe Casey’s fertile mind and developed
with co-chair Bart Bartlett and fellow MMOPA Board
member Dave Bennett, and members Hank Gibson,
PA46 CFI, Bill Inglis (PA46 CFI and owner of
Legacy Flight Training), Dave McVinnie (PA46 CFI),
Charlie Precourt (NASA Shuttle Commander & CJP Safety
Committee Chairman), and David Purvis (PA46 CFI).
Wow, with the aviation experience of those gentlemen, the
resulting stellar program is not a surprise; but the speed
with which this program went from Joe Casey’s idea at
the 2017 MMOPA Board meeting to fruition boggles the
mind. This MMOPA Board with Dianne at the helm of the
organization moves at Meridian speed.

MMOPA Safety & Education Foundation
New in 2018 was the launch of MMOPA’s new 501(c)(3)
Foundation, which will raise funds to share with members

Malibu Aerospace
Full Page Ad
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the MMOPA’s overarching purpose of promoting safety
of owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP and Matrix)
M-Class aircraft.
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

Launch of the New MMOPA Website

Master Aviator
to achieve the demonstrated awards in the MMOPA Master
Aviator Program. Participation in the M-Class and
MMSTF seminars will afford a PA46 pilot to progress
through the Aviator/Senior Aviator/Master Aviator and
Master Aviator Retention levels. The goal of MMOPA’s
safety committee is to train pilots so as to maintain the
safety records enjoyed this past year by maximizing the
skills cited as involved most frequently in PA46 accidents
and to just make us all darn good pilots. This program
and directing partial reimbursement funding to MMOPA
members by the Safety & Education Foundation affords
the means for achieving the awards in the Master Aviator
Program with a directed program that should advance

Factory Direct Models

What’s in a Name?

Full Page Ad
19
50
40
36

Malibu/Mirage Owners & Pilots Association
became known as the Malibu M-Class Owners &
Pilots Association in 2018 to reflect Piper’s nomenclature
change to the PA46 fleet and afford the organization a
formal shorthand, which was a mouthful before.

What’s Up for MMOPA in 2019?
A great convention venue at Amelia Island
Wednesday May 29 through Sunday June 2, 2019
following Memorial Day weekend moved to the
spring to avoid those pesky hurricanes in the summer/
fall of the year. There are exciting plans for this
convention so stay tuned for information about this
convention. The location at the beautiful Ritz-Carlton
matches the luxury of the Broadmoor but at sea level
instead of 5,000 feet elevation. My plan is to see all of
you there!

www..com
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A large thank you to Tom and Ryan Kieffer for seeing
to conclusion this past year the launch of the new website.
Years in the making, planning and development, the
Kieffers have applied their talents to enhancing our
collective experience on the new website. Transition was
nearly seamless with few digital hiccups, although at times
a bit funny. Dianne White worked behind the scenes to
test and work with Tom and Ryan on the launch of the
new website.

°
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▲

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

The
European Way
How I transitioned from passenger
to pilot in the PA46.
by Oliver Pollock

F

lying the PA46 had never been a dream of mine
despite aviation having been in my blood from the
beginning. My mother took her PPL skills test while
pregnant with me, and my first flight in my parents’
PA32 was at three months old to the classic overseas
destination for the United Kingdom pilot of Le Touquet in
Northern France.
When I was six, we traded up to a brand new Mirage
complete with pressurisation and what seemed at the time
like a wall of screens in the form of two GNS430s and the
Bendix/King radar display. Over the years and almost
1,500 hours with G-DNOP we have explored Europe as a
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family, commuted to our property in Brittany and used
her as an efficient means of transport to get me to school
and university.
We attended the 2006 MMOPA convention at
Lake Bracciano where we met many like-minded people.
However, despite all this, flying and aircraft never captured
my imagination in quite the same way as cars and sailing
did, and through school it was always Autocar magazine
rather than Flying that drew me in.
This changed rapidly last year when in May 2017 I
finished my university degree and found myself with
six months of free time before starting a job as a trainee

▲

Oliver at the controls of his family’s PA46.
accountant at the end of November.
My parents were keen for me to use
the time productively, and it just
seemed like a fantastic opportunity
to learn to fly. My father made
some enquiries through MMOPA
about the possibility of training
in the United States where the
weather might be more predictable
and received valuable advice and
a generous offer of assistance. But
we decided in the end that I needed
a European license and we should
make this my number one goal.
Accordingly, I started my flight
training on Sept. 3, 2017 at The Pilot
Centre, Denham airfield, EGLD.
Denham is where my parents
learned to fly in the early 1990s and
where we have based our Mirage
since acquiring it new back in 2000.
Although it has a fine smooth

runway, it is short for a PA46 at
2,500 feet. Because it is so close
to London Heathrow (EGLL), the
circuit is flown at only 750 feet,
and the approaches are extremely
tight. The joining procedures are
very specific, with joins for both
ends of the runway essentially being
extended base legs from set VRPs. All
things considered, we felt it was no
bad thing for me to learn to fly there
rather than get used to the luxury
of a bigger aerodrome.
To maximise aircraft availability,
I chose to learn in the Cessna
152, of which there are nine at the
flying school, and I embarked on
an intensive course attending every
weekday. In the U.K., there are nine
PPL written exams, and thanks to
spending all non-airborne time in the
classroom teaching myself from the

The day Oliver’s father David Pollock
brought their Mirage to Denham on
Aug. 11, 2000.

AOPA
Full Page Ad
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
classic Trevor Thom books, I managed
to complete all of them within the first
two weeks. Due to the U.K.’s famously
variable weather, it was several days
into the course before I managed to
get in the air with an instructor, but by
then I had already passed two written
exams and was feeling confident going
forward. Being in the fortunate position
of having more than 1,000 hours as a
passenger in the Lance and Mirage, my
Denham Airport is surrounded by very busy airspace with
instructors were able to take me up in
Heathrow Airport just to the south.
conditions that others at my stage of
qualifying cross-country flight of over 150 nm on Oct.
learning might not have enjoyed. This helped speed my
3. My QXC was almost not to be, as when I rang up for
progress significantly.
PPR (prior permission required) on the morning of the
With 10 days and 21 hours under my belt, I managed
flight I was informed that one of my intended destinations
my first solo circuit on a windy Sunday afternoon.
was having its runway markings repainted and was thus
Unfortunately my parents weren’t there to witness it
unavailable for landing. Following a few anxious moments,
since they had flown down to Wales in the Mirage for the
the news was relayed to the CFI who took only a moment
weekend. I then undertook a series of navigation exercises
to decide on a suitable alternative destination for me.
of gradually increasing complexity until I completed my
With his son Oliver confidently at the controls, David can sit back,
relax and enjoy the flight, a habit he may have to work on.

14
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I diligently planned the new route from Denham north
to Coventry (EGBE) where I had visited previously, but
then on to Cambridge (EGSC) airport, which posed a new
challenge in that it operated a full ATC service and thus
I had to do what I was told! Fortunately, the C-152 that I
had been allocated for this flight had recently been fitted
with a completely new panel turning this dilapidated old
trainer into quite a capable machine featuring an inset iPad
running the U.K.-equivalent of ForeFlight – the excellent
SkyDemon. After three relatively uneventful legs, upon
landing at Denham, I was told to speak to the CFI straight
away as a complaint had been received from Cambridge
airport – I had not been wearing a high-viz jacket as I
had walked around the aircraft, and they had been quite
upset about it!
With 58 hours under my belt, on Oct. 13, I took my
skills test in C-152 G-BNSN and finally had my license.
Within a week of obtaining my PPL I started on my next
challenge – converting to the PA28, which would allow
me to obtain my night and restricted instrument ratings.
Converting took about three hours, and afterward I
took my father for his first flight with me as PIC on a
lovely October evening. It was just an extended circuit

essentially, from Denham up to a nearby disused USAAF
base, but it felt quite significant for our roles to have been
reversed and for me to be sitting lefthand seat with him to
my right. Fortunately, the flight passed without incident
and he seemed impressed with my progress. As another
week passed, I gained my night rating at Oxford Airport
(EGTK) in the PA28 G-WARV and began to work toward
my restricted instrument rating.

Next Challenge: Instrument Rating
The UK IR(r) is a rating valid only in the U.K.,
which allows IFR flight and the conduct of instrument
approaches but without access into Class A airspace or
airways. It is taught as the next step for a U.K. PPL, adding
significant flexibility to the license whilst only requiring
15 hours of flight instruction and a single written exam.
Its popularity is a result of the difficulty of acquiring
a full instrument rating in Europe as compared to the
United States. The difficulty is not so much the standard of
flying required, but the cost, study and time commitment
that is beyond all but a handful of European private pilots.
Due to weather, unfortunately I was not able to complete
my IR(r) by the time November came around when we

RC Avionics
Half Page 4/C Ad
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Following a thorough briefing on
the differences around operating an
aircraft with a constant speed propeller,
retractable undercarriage, pressurisation
and a turbocharger, we took to the skies
for three days, mainly circuits at airfields
with differing runway lengths once I was
familiar with the operation of the basic
systems. In preparation for this I had
studied my father’s old SimCom manual
and the POH extensively, and being able
to discuss technical questions with him
gave me a huge advantage so I was already
very familiar with the various limitations
and was confident in operating and
programming the twin GTN750s and
Aspen Evolution. Engine management
was the biggest challenge, but I was soon
comfortable with the required settings.
With eight hours on type, on November
17th I soloed the Mirage for the first time,
flying an extended circuit at Lee on Solent
out over the picturesque Isle of Wight on
a perfect VFR winter’s day. Sadly, those
10 minutes were the only time I was
allowed alone in the aircraft for some
considerable time.
After I started my full-time job, flying
The flight track of Oliver’s instrument rating test flight from
was restricted to weekends, but whenever
Hawarden to Blackpool and back.
we could, my father and I went off for
circuit practice. We explored many airfields in different
had set aside my final 10 days before I started work for my
weather conditions, learning and discovering new things
conversion training to the PA46.
and perfecting my “standard overhead join” as used widely
From the outset, the ambition of my f light training
in the U.K. Along the way, my confidence in the Mirage
had been to learn to f ly our PA46, G-DNOP. Since it
grew and I began to appreciate its unique capabilities.
is our own aircraft, it would allow me to continue to
Flown appropriately, it is almost as simple to fly in the
learn with my father’s oversight and assistance from
circuit as a PA28, but its touring capability is obviously
the righthand seat. And so, with 74 hours under my
in a completely different league, not to mention its ramp
belt, I reported for duty at Lee on Solent EGHF airfield
presence at smaller airfields. Finally, on May 9, 2018,
on the south coast of England for my conversion
after six months and 46 hours being “watched” from the
training to be conducted by Andrew Dixon. My father
righthand seat, I must have convinced my father that I
has known Andrew since he worked for the U.K.
was no longer a liability and he allowed me to fly the plane
Piper dealer back in 2000 and he is probably one of
home on my own from Coventry after an oil change.
only a handful of U.K. instructors to have extensive
Alongside building experience in the Mirage, I continued
experience in the PA46 (along with 12,000 hours in
to train toward my IR(r) rating, which I gained at the end
multi-engine radial piston aircraft including “Sally
of January in the PA28. My focus then turned to gaining
B” and many DC3s). Until just a few years ago EASA
the full IR that I would inevitably need in order to use the
required European pilots to hold a type rating to
full capability of the PA46.
f ly any of the PA46 variants, but now “differences”
Traditionally in Europe, gaining an IR has been
training is all that is required for piston PA46s. There
difficult and costly, but in the last few years, a new and
is no set syllabus, so any training requirement is solely
simpler competency-based route to the qualification has
at the discretion of the instructor. In theory, a chat
been introduced. This allows pilots to claim previous
over the phone might be sufficient.
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experience toward the issue of an IR, which has full
privileges except that another written exam must be
passed before it can be used whilst flying an aircraft
defined as High Performance (this definition includes all
turbine variants of the PA46 but not the pistons). There
is also a reduced theoretical knowledge course to be
followed with only seven written exams but still requiring
80 hours of study. Thanks to my employer’s flexible
working practices, I was able to use some of my holiday
entitlement to complete the exams in short order making
good use of the app “Aviation Exam.”

Finishing in the PA46
Following a summer of exploring new places in the
PA46 with my father and a few trial lessons with different
IR training schools, I settled on using John Dale of
JD Aviation at Hawarden Airport near Liverpool to
complete the final flight training (minimum 10 hours),
which has to be undertaken at a specially approved ATO
flight school. Importantly, John has significant PA46
experience and completes several conversions to type
each year.
I started the formal training over a couple of weekends
in August and then booked in for 10 days full-time
training at the beginning of September. John demanded
a high standard, and I was required to repetitively
complete numerous instrument approaches, unusual
attitude recovery and stall training. I particularly
enjoyed(!) perfecting my single needle holding techniques
using the ADF, still an integral part of a U.K. initial IR
issue, and suffering his criticism of my RT during the
airways segments – John had been for many years a
senior air traffic controller at Manchester airport and
was particularly hot on this. Thanks in large part to my
familiarity with G-DNOP and the excellent situational
awareness provided by the Aspen and GTN750 displays,
I found navigating and flying the different types of
procedures relatively straightforward. Speed control in the
Mirage can be a challenge as it can pick up speed in the
descent very quickly if you are not careful, and in a test
where you have to nominate your speeds for each segment
and stick to them, this was the most challenging aspect
to master.
Following 12 hours 40 minutes of approved training
with John (on top of 10 hours previously with independent
IR instructors) I embarked on my skills test on September
12. This involved flying a non-SID departure segment
from Hawarden (EGNR), navigating to Blackpool
(EGNH) airport along airways via the Wallasey VOR,
and then flying a single-needle NDB hold with all moving
maps covered up, followed by an LNAV 2D approach to
go-around. Then came the general handling involving

stalls, unusual attitudes and limited panel work before a
return to Hawarden for a radar vectored ILS.
All in all, I flew two hours of two hours of intense
concentration in simulated IMC. Fortunately, I managed
to pass the first time and I now sit here, 53 weeks and
191 hours flying time since I took my first flight in a 152,
as the proud holder of a full instrument rating and the
possibility of using “our” PA46 to take me anywhere in the
world (funds permitting!) I shall be careful not to get too
far ahead of myself lest my father invokes his threat to send
me along for a “workout” when John Mariani is next in the
United Kingdom for a safety seminar! As an aside, it may be
interesting to mention that obtaining insurance for me to
fly G-DNOP was remarkably straightforward. Once I had
received “differences” training, I was good to fly without
any requirement for dual time or other restrictions. My
father obviously kept insurers fully informed of what was
planned, but it seems a very different experience from what
I read on the MMOPA forums. There is no requirement
for formal recurrency training either, although in Europe
we do need to undertake a flying test every 12 months to
maintain our instrument rating privileges and that will
usually involve some training beforehand.

°
•
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Con-fuse’us
Speak?

Required Equipment, Minimum Equipment,
Minimum Equipment List, Kinds of Operations
Equipment List and so on…

W

Photo courtesy of Mach Point One Aviation Photography

hat these terms mean to you depends on whether you are a “can-go-because” or a “can’t-go-because”
person. All personalities are biased by hazardous attitudes, and I’ve seen mechanics launch in aircraft I’d
never get in. As we continue, remember most regulations were written in blood and although we may not
know the specifics, the primary purpose was and still is safety.

The Type Certificate
When an aircraft is presented to the FAA, everything
on it becomes required equipment. That’s why they’re
delivered without an interior, passenger seats, radios,
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etc. Engine instruments, something to indicate the
fuel level, an altimeter, airspeed indicator and a
compass – just a basic Day VFR aircraft per 14 CFR
91.205. Additional items can be required depending

by David McVinnie

Con-fuse’us Say…
“Often, the question of whether
your aircraft
is airworthy lies
in the details – or
deep in the pages
of your POH.”

on whether the aircraft was certified under CAR-3 or
Part 23. For instance, a CHT gauge may not be detailed
under 14 CFR 91.205 but is included under CAR-3/Part 23
certification/rules.
Integrated cockpits complicate the issue due to their allinclusive nature and the difficulty in determining what is/
is not a required item, annunciator, sensor or back-up system.
Once an aircraft receives its basic type certificate (TC),
the specifics are published in the Type Certificate Data Sheet
(TCDS). Changes/improvements/modifications are issued
as revisions. When Piper decided to add the Garmin G1000
to the fleet, it had to run a certification obstacle course,
which included providing a fully compliant aircraft for FAA
evaluation. Once accepted, any changes to the original test
article must be resubmitted to the FAA for approval, which
can be a lengthy and costly process. That’s why firmware/
software upgrades are so troublesome.
The PA46 TCDS (A25SO) was issued in 1983 and revised
31 times as of this writing. Revision 29 added the G-1000
NXi. You can check for the latest revisions by searching the
below link for “A25SO.” I’m not fond of including links,
but the FAA website structure is not very responsive to a
Google Search.
http://rgl.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_Library/
rgMakeModel.nsf/MainFrame?OpenFrameSet
Sorry to dash your hopes for installing the G1000 NXi
in your 2001 PA46, but TCDS is serial number specific. To
update the technology in your older Malibu/Mirage, you
need the Garmin G1000 TXi and a compatible navigator
approved under the appropriate Supplemental Type
Certificate (STC).
The S-TEC 3100 autopilot upgrade project that started
in February 2018 is a recent example. The manufacturer
required 15 purchase orders and a test aircraft for a couple
months in order to pursue the STC. The first PA46 was
scheduled to start in mid-November 2018.
Some owners volunteer their aircraft as a test article
for the STC process. Once the testing is complete, the
manufacturer gets approval to add the new model to the
AML (expanding their market) and the owner usually
gets to keep the equipment at a significant discount
(sometimes free).
Another example that didn’t go so well, I asked a company
representative if the KFC-225 autopilot could be modified
to generate a tone/beep to alert the pilot the autopilot had
changed its lateral mode by itself. The answer: Simple to
do (only software) but it could cost millions and was not
economically feasible due to the low numbers; despite the
clear safety improvement.
The aftermarket business is different. The Garmin G5 is
a classic example. Garmin produced the G5 (AI/HSI) and
submitted it to the FAA for the purpose of receiving STC
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The supplement
generally includes a
Limitations chapter
and if you drill
down, you often
find the supplement
requires a Pilot’s
Guide be available
in flight. Remember,
that’s the book
you took home to
study and never
brought back.
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approval.” Part of the STC includes the “Approved Models
List” (AML), which lists what aircraft are eligible to
install it. The G5 is approved for primary and backup use
in “most” aircraft, but not in the PA46, basically because
it’s not tested for some environmental scenarios. Garmin
will decide if there are enough potential customers to
justify the additional testing/cost.
Everything that’s permanently installed in a certified
aircraft must be authorized in the TCDS or by an STC.
Hopefully this explains why your service center says,
“they can’t” because it’s not STC’d for your aircraft. In
some cases, the installer can get what’s called a “field
approval” for an installation. It’s a lot of paperwork
and most FAA representatives are reluctant to do
something “new.” If someone else has done it, and you
can get a copy of their field approval, your chances are
greatly improved.
We all know the official copy of the Pilot’s
Operating Handbook needs to be current and in the
aircraft for flight. It is revised regularly and it’s the
owner/operator’s responsibility to keep it current. Good
maintenance shops usually check to see if you have
the latest revision. STC equipment normally includes
a POH Supplement that must be added to the aircraft’s
inflight documents. The supplement generally includes
a Limitations chapter and if you drill down, you often
find the supplement requires a Pilot’s Guide be available
in flight. Remember, that’s the book you took home to

Columbia Airservices, Inc
Full Page Ad
33
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www.ColumbiaAirServices.com
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regulatory not informational. Flying
a compromised aircraft invalidates its
airworthiness status.
Most modern aircraft also have
an “installed” equipment list like the
one in section 6 of the POH. This
one is the equipment list that shows
what is actually in the aircraft and is
tied to the official weight and balance
document (Not an KOEL/MEL). It
includes required, standard, optional
and accessary items.
In any case, the pilot is responsible
to determine if an item is required
per 14 CFR 91.205. Note: The
“Kinds” list or the Master Equipment
List are not Minimum Equipment
Lists (MELs), but they can be used to
develop one.
The manufacturer can further
add items that it feels are “required”
above and beyond the FAA minimum
requirements. As one example, the

study and never brought back. The
classic example is the KFC-150/
KY297 POH Supplements. Piper
listed the autopilot/altitude preselect
in the supplements index in Section
9. If you go to the index, you may
find a cover page that refers you to
the equipment manufacturer for
the supplement. Ah, good luck!
Bottom line, you don’t have the
actual required supplement or in
many cases, the Pilot’s Guide. Good
news, the supplements are available
in the resources section of the
MMOPA website.
Required items are located in
Section 2, the “Limitations” chapter
of your Pilot Operating Handbook
(POH); commonly known as
Kinds of Operations Equipment
List (KOEL). Your POH is the
“FAA Approved” document and
the contents of this section are

Cessna 172R model lists the ELT as a
standard item (meaning it comes with
it, but it can be removed for up to 90
days for maintenance per the FARs).
That same year Cessna 172S model
lists the ELT as a “required” item. In
this case, the most restrictive applies
and you’re grounded if the ELT is
removed. It’s quite easy to visualize
the legal department’s influence in
the decision.
Optional items installed after
manufacture include the things
found in the supplements section of
your POH. These items have their
own “Limitations” section that are
no less enforceable than the basic
POH. This is where you find out
what additional placards and pilot
guides MUST be in the aircraft (not
in your office).

CIES
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Something is Not Working –
Can I Go or Not?

The pilot determines the airworthiness of the aircraft
and is responsible for verifying what is and is not required.
In the case of non-turbine powered aircraft, the pilot can
refer to the KOEL and see if the manufacturer permits the
desired operation. It may limit you to certain things, i.e.
the loss of the pilot’s primary flight display (PFD) limits
most aircraft to Day VFR operations.
If the pilot determines the item “CAN” be inoperative,
14 CFR 91.213 requires it be documented, placarded
INOP and removed/disabled (possibly by an A&P with
proper logbook entries). Additionally, the pilot has
the right to refuse if he/she feels the inoperative item
compromises safety such as an inoperative landing light for
a night flight.
Any aircraft (piston/turbine/balloon) can operate under
a Minimum Equipment List. A generic master minimum
equipment list for single-engine aircraft has been around
for decades. More specific ones are developed for larger
and more complex aircraft and locally developed MELs

have existed for the PA46 for some time. Piper recently
announced they are working on a factory-approved version
to be released soon.
It’s important to note the FAA does not approve a
minimum equipment list; however, they sometimes
review them prior to issuing a Letter of Authorization
(LOA). The tail number-specific LOA is your
permission to operate under the reliefs found in an
MEL. Making a copy of your buddy’s MEL won’t work
until the FAA sends you a LOA approving its use with
your aircraft.
What relief you ask? As an example, the regulations
require a fuel gauge for each fuel tank. In the case of
a Baron, the LOA permits the use of an MEL which
allows one gauge to be inoperative “provided” the pilot
visually verifies the quantity of fuel in each tank. The
common-sense part implies that both engines will burn
evenly, and the pilot should be able to determine the
quantity of fuel left using the operating gauge. This is
known as an operational limitation and these provisos
often have a time limit.
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Pilots of turbine-powered aircraft are prohibited from
operating with ANY inoperative equipment unless
that operation is allowed per the LOA and the MEL.
This means the pilot may not depart with anything
broken, even if the Kinds of Equipment Operations
List says otherwise.

There may also be maintenance-related requirements.
As an example, if a yaw dampener is inoperative, the
aircraft can be flown provided the yaw dampener
is disconnected from the autopilot. This could be a
maintenance action that must be documented in the
logbooks by an A&P.
The LOA verifies the pilot understands the operations/
maintenance (O&M) requirements of using an MEL and
knows both documents must be carried in the aircraft. If
you use the relief available, the pilot must ensure the O&M
actions are documented per the MEL.
Any aircraft can have an LOA for an MEL. Piston
aircraft may find some small advantage, but for the most
part the actions under 14 CFR 91.213 are enough.

Turbine-powered Aircraft: Different Rules
14 CFR 91.213 specifically prohibits turbine-powered
aircraft from operating with ANY inoperative equipment
unless that operation is allowed per the LOA and the
MEL. This means the pilot may not depart with anything
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broken, even if the Kinds of Equipment Operations List says
otherwise. Missing vortex generators – not approved without
the LOA and MEL even though the POH says it’s ok.
In one example, a new Meridian departed with known
inoperative f laps. The aircraft rotated prematurely,
experienced a loss of directional control and was destroyed.
Fortunately, the pilot was not seriously hurt. The aircraft
was not operating under an MEL/LOA and I suspect
the insurance paid under good faith, but technically,
they didn’t have to because the aircraft was not legally
airworthy. We all split the settlement in our premiums.
I can probably count the number of perfect aircraft I’ve
seen in the past year without taking off my shoes. I am an
aircraft owner, and I understand how difficult it can be.
Does it really matter? It happens a lot without consequence,
but things can change following an unfortunate
occurrence. If you land off-airport in a Home Depot
parking lot on a Saturday morning you can expect
some repercussions.
If the jury of your peers (there’s always a pilot on the
jury) is told the accident aircraft was not airworthy because
the pilot ignored the Federal Aviation airworthiness
requirements…how ya think that’s gonna go?
Piper is designing an MEL for the PA46 but even if it’s
free, you still have to process it thru the FAA to get your
LOA. There are folks who will process your LOA/MEL
for a reasonable price. If you own a turbine, give it serious
consideration. FAA staffing is particularly low these days
and it’s doubtful you’ll get tagged by the feds for a broken
static wick. If you have an event where they’re asking for
your MEL/LOA you have bigger problems.

°
•

David McVinnie is a 20-year
Master Flight Instructor, FAAST
Representative and a Designated
Pilot Examiner with over 11,000
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MMOPA Safety Committee and has
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and recurrent training, including initial instrument training.
For more info, go to McVinnieAviation.com
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Lesson Learned,
Lesson Applied
Good training kicked in when faced
with a severe icing event.
by Todd Parker

Y

ou’ve heard the sayings thrown about during
hangar talk sessions: Train often, train hard …
Train like your life depends on it … Fly like you
train …If something goes wrong, undo the last
thing you did.
All of these came into play for me recently.
First a little background: I fly a 2017 M500 with
commercial and CFII ASEL ratings with more than
9,000 total time. I’ve accumulated 580 hours in
the M500 since we took delivery in July 2017. Prior
to the M500, all of my experience was in piston
non-pressurized aircraft.
I was on an IFR flight plan from Orlando (KORL)
to Panama City (KECP) to pick up the owner of the
plane who is not a pilot. There was a cold front with the
associated light to moderate rain and light turbulence
extending from the Gulf of Mexico up into Georgia
and beyond. At FL220, I was between layers in the clear,
and I deviated around what I couldn’t fly over. Very
uneventful flight.
I was on the ground at ECP for 30 minutes and then
took off for the return flight to Orlando. I climbed to
FL210 assuming I would be between layers again. That
wasn’t going to happen, so I asked ATC for FL230. ATC
advised there were reports of moderate icing from FL230
to FL260, so I decided to stay at FL210. OAT was -13C
and I believed that any precipitation in the clouds “should”
already be frozen and therefore would not stick to the
plane. Not willing to bet on that, I turned on the prop heat,
stall heat and window heat to defog and went manual on
the igniters. Airspeed was approximately 160 KIAS. I left
the autopilot on as I had flown through some light icing
before on autopilot with no issues.
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As I entered the cloud, the ice came fast and furious. The
windshield iced over, so I went to high heat setting for the
first time ever. Activated the boots; when they expanded,
the ice laughed at me and I think I heard it say, “Is that all
you got?” Very little ice came off the plane.
I immediately commanded a descent and advised ATC
of the situation. When I commanded the descent, I heard
a growling noise and felt vibration and I knew right away
thanks to training I received at Legacy Flight Training that
I had elevator/tail ice. I disconnected the autopilot and the
yoke almost punched me in the chest and the plane started
oscillating. I thought the elevator may have frozen in place.
I pushed so hard on the yoke that I thought I might break it
but eventually got the oscillation to stop. It was all I could
do to get the nose a degree or two below the horizon and
a 300-fpm descent. Airspeed was now below 100 kts. At
one point, the nose was 2.5 above the horizon and the
wings were rocking. It took about 10 seconds to stop that
by adding a little power and pushing harder on the yoke
to get some speed back, but I had already started mentally
preparing myself for what I was going to do if the plane
stalled – luckily it never did. Knowing I was going to have
to descend at least 10,000 feet, I knew it was going to be a
long day. Over the intercom, I now hear the owner in the
back of the plane praying.
I tried reducing power and pushing the yoke harder, but
the plane started growling and vibrating again. Undo the
last thing.
At that point in time, I thought I had nothing to lose
by trying the electric trim to nose down – I wasn’t sure
I had the physical strength to push the yoke that hard
for the time it would take to get out of the ice. Now I
started praying. I looked down at the trim indicator and

it was almost full nose up. Luckily the trim worked, and
I was able to obtain a 600 FPM descent without the plane
growling and vibrating and got the speed back up above
130 kts. By the time I reached 10,000 feet, the ice was
gone, and I completed the flight to Orlando still shaking
in my boots.
As I write this the morning after, I am still shaking
a bit. I have had time to reflect on this to really think
about what happened and what I could or should have
done differently.
I don’t regret flying the route I did. With all the
information I had at the time, there should not have been
a problem of this magnitude. Obviously, had I known this
I would have deviated and/or descended earlier.
Next, I really believe I am lucky to be alive to write this
(thank you, Jesus!) I’ve been flying for 35 years and I don’t
recall ever being that scared in a plane.
“What would I do different?” Please add that I’ve changed
my thought process in that I am assuming there will be ice
in temperature range of +5C to -20C.
Most importantly, I believe I owe our lives to
Legacy Flight Training in Vero Beach. When I did my

initial training, there was a delay in the delivery of the
plane from the factory, so all of the flight training was
in the sim. On the last sim session CFI Dave DeSantis
trained on elevator/tail icing – how to recognize it and
how to get out of it. Had that not been trained, I most
likely would have reacted in a way that would have caused
a much worse outcome since I would not have known
what I was feeling. You can’t fix a problem if you don’t
know what the problem is.
Third, I waited waaaayyyy too long to shut the autopilot
off. By the time I did, it had rolled the trim almost full
up trying to maintain altitude – thus the pressure on the
yoke when I disconnected it and the slow airspeed. Had I
shut the autopilot off at the first sign of ice (as I had been
trained), the situation would not have gotten that bad. I
am grateful beyond words that I am here to write this.
Thanks to Piper Aircraft for building such a solid
airplane (especially the yoke – I can’t believe I didn’t break
it from the amount of force I was pushing on it) I can’t say
enough about this airplane.
Train as if your life depends on it – because
it does!

°
•

M500 pilot Todd Parker with George Land, owner and passenger
on the day of the fateful flight.
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The FlightAware track of Mirage N307JM overlaid with historical radar.

Mirage N307JM
What we know & what we can learn
from this tragic accident.
by Joe Casey

O

n Dec. 20, 2018 N307JM, a 2000 Piper Malibu
Mirage, departed Kissimmee, Florida (KISM)
en route to Princeton/Rock Hill, New Jersey (39N).
The aircraft was cleared to climb to FL230, the final
cruising altitude for the northbound flight, but it
never made it FL230. Just before reaching FL230 the Mirage
fell from the sky and crashed into the Atlantic Ocean.
A search was conducted by the U.S. Coast Guard, but
eventually the search was canceled and the pilot and
occupant (son of the pilot) are presumed dead.
There’s so much we don’t know, and so much we will
never know unless the N307JM is found. And, the airplane
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probably either won’t be found, or won’t be found in time
for any meaningful contribution to a germane discussion.
While it is certainly early for the family and friends of the
deceased to have this flight analyzed, I do think the pilot
would want a good discussion amongst those of us who fly
the PA46 airplanes to ask, “What might have happened?”
These discussions can provide lessons for others, and the
best time for meaningful discussion is sooner than later for
the PA46 pilot population, those that could benefit most
from the lessons learned. I think it’s okay to talk about
it now…hopefully it is. The family and friends of those
onboard N307JM have my deepest condolences, and I hope

my writings can help some
other family not go through
their trial.
So, with the knowledge that
I might not be fully complete
in assessing that which
happened in this accident
for I don’t have all the data
available, I do have much
of the data available and a
storyline with “lessons to be
learned” does become visible.
That is worthy of discussion.
I’ll delve into some aspects
of this fatal flight, and expand the discussion to include
observations from training events and situations that I’ve
seen in my years of training in the PA46.
The NTSB will investigate this accident, and it’ll be quite
some time before the official results are made public. Yet,
the leadership at MMOPA believes we should strive to be at
the forefront of any safety-related subject pertaining to the
PA46, so this discussion is timely and important. We are
respectively addressing it early, but only because we think
it important and because we believe the discussion might
save lives.

What We Know:
• The pilot was low time, and this was one of (if not the)
the first flight in the PA46 for this pilot without an
instructor onboard;
• 25-30 hours of flight instruction were administered to the
pilot prior to the accident flight in the PA46;
• The instructor is a reputable instructor that has served the
PA46 community for a long time in a faithful manner, with
many clients that he turned into great PA46 pilots;
• The flight happened during the Christmas season;
• A major weather system was present that included
thunderstorms, forecast moderate icing, turbulence and
strong winds;
• The airplane was climbing with probable airframe ice in
the flight levels;
• The airplane had a STEC 55X autopilot and onboard radar
installed.

Some Analysis
FIKI and the piston PA46s: Almost all piston PA46s are
FIKI capable, but the piston PA46 is NOT a great airframe

The FlightAware altitude and speed data
from N307JM.
icing airplane. Simply put, there’s not an abundance of
power available to get the airplane out of a high-drag
condition. I’ll fly THROUGH icing to get to a clear area
free of ice in a piston PA46, but I never “hang out in icing.”
Piston PA46s are particularly poor with airframe icing in
the climb at high altitude. Even on a perfect day, the rate of
climb in the “upper teens and lower 20s” is about 500 fpm,
and with icing on the airframe there’s simply no margin.
The minimum icing penetration airspeed is 130
KIAS, and the Mirage is at the limit of margin at FL220
with any ice on the airframe. I suspect the pilot did not
have appreciable experience with icing and did not fully
understand the implications of an icy climb in a piston
PA46. For those who fly turbines, it’s a completely different
story: There’s more power available to overcome the drag
that airframe ice produces and the rate of climb is much
better allowing the airplane to spend less time in the climb
up to an ice-free cruise altitude. But, in the piston PA46,
there’s very little margin.
“Accomplish the mission” mindset: Also called “gethome-itis,” this mindset is easily the greatest causal
factor of accidents in aviation, especially the PA46 world.
Most PA46 pilots are business owners or professionals
who value their time, have a long history of accomplishing
missions efficiently and effectively in their personal
business lives, and they don’t “sit around airports” well at
all. I’m the worst in this category. I cannot tell you how
many times I’ve launched on a flight betting my supposed
superior skills and the capabilities of the airplane against
the conditions that were forecast when I should have been
dialing the phone number to the local hotel.
I almost killed myself a year ago in a King Air on
a trip through northern Canada trying to “get to my
destination” with too much headwind, I did it again last
summer in a JetPROP on a less-than-ideal runway, and
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last month I did it again in a Cessna 182 with carb
ice on a scary nighttime flight. Each time I pushed
the limits too far I swore “I’ll never do that again,”
but I did do it again. And, I’ll probably do it again
in the future because that’s the way I’m wired;
it’s my personality type. But that wiring does
not mean I’m right, it means I was lucky, blessed
or fortunate on those flights. Whatever your
perspective, know that most PA46 pilots are wired
just like me, and we have a definite propensity
to “accomplish the mission” and accept missions
to launch into weather that we shouldn’t have
considered. If you are a “make-it-happen” kind of
pilot, look deeply inside and know yourself. That
“make-it-happen” personality type works great for
business, but not always when piloting. It allows
a pilot to push the envelope and exceed personal
limits. Don’t let this be you.
And, while I’m at it, do you have personal
limits written down? If not,
you should. Get with your
flight instructor and talk over
your skills, ability, experience
and make a list of minimums
(runway length, ceiling
and visibility, crosswind
component, airport elevation
and icing, for example) that
you can use to make flight
determinations. The pilot of
N307JM wanted to go home;
that’s totally understandable
for he just bought an airplane
and it was Christmastime. I’d have wanted to go home,
too. But, launching into the weather forecasted on Dec.
20, 2018 in the southeast United States was beyond his
ability and experience.
Interestingly, I’m writing this article while my wife
is DRIVING my family in our truck to an extendedfamily Christmas event (Wednesday, Dec. 26) at my
parents’ house. We could have flown, but I canceled that
flight and drove because of what was forecast, which is a
weather system much like the system that brought down
N307JM. Emotionally, it was hard for me to give up a
one-hour flight for a 3.5-hour drive. But, it was a good
decision. As I ride home with my wife and family in my
truck, I see the high wind, intense lightning, and pelting
rain and an old aviation axiom keeps coming to mind,
“It’s better to be on the ground wishing I were in the air
than in the air wishing I were on the ground.”
That darn stall/spin: Looking at the flight data (airspeed
and altitude from flightaware.com), it appears that the
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The icing forecast for Dec. 20
strongly suggested that ice could be
encountered along the northeastern
coast of Florida.
airspeed got low at the pinnacle of the
climb (see chart on the previous page.)
There’s simply not enough power
available in a Mirage to overcome
airframe ice in the flight levels. And, an
STEC 55X autopilot was installed.
With the STEC55X the only pitch mode available to
the pilot in the climb is V/S mode, so the airspeed and
AOA are variables…variables that the autopilot cannot
monitor or sense. If ice were present, then the autopilot
would pitch for V/S (not knowing the AOA or airspeed)
and could fly the airplane directly into the stall. Once
the stall occurs, a spin to left (due to high torque) is
probable. Once the spin occurs, the pilot probably won’t
recover, at least the broad history of aviation teaches
us that recovery rarely happens in an inadvertent spin.
Avoiding the stall is the key.
Also, the STEC 55X has no safety features related to
the angle of attack (AOA) or airspeed. At best, the STEC
55X will disengage when the stall warning indicator
senses a stall. That’s it. That’s all the protection that
exists with the STEC 55X. Since the airplane probably
had airframe icing, the wing would have stalled at a
much lower angle of attack, at an angle of attack that
would possibly not trigger the stall warning. So, there’s

a serious potential that the stall warning did not activate
and the autopilot would continue to pitch the airplane
up, and then once the stall occurred, continue to hold the
elevator in a pro-spin condition. It’s a recipe for disaster.
The PA46 community should know that STEC 3100
autopilot is now available for the PA46 series, and this
autopilot has IAS-mode for the climb. Would a different
autopilot have changed the game for N307JM? There’s no
way to know. But to me, it’s a cheap insurance policy to
have the safety features of the newest autopilots installed.
This is food for thought for those wondering whether
they should upgrade their PA46’s panels to the latest and
greatest autopilots. If it is my money, I’m doing it.
Why choose FL230 as the final altitude?: If I were
to have tackled this flight (and I might not have done
so), I think I’d have chosen a lower altitude with lesser
potential for icing. Why did he choose FL230? I think
it was an attempt to put the airplane at an altitude
with a higher TAS so a fuel stop would not be required.
The TAS of just about every turbo-charged piston goes
up with altitude, and it’s no different in the Mirage. I’m
betting this pilot wanted the nice forecast tailwind and
high TAS that FL230 would have provided, but didn’t
take into account the ice threat seriously enough. I think
this would have been a much easier flight to tackle at a
MUCH lower altitude with above-freezing temperatures
(to avoid airframe icing), plan a stop along the way, and
then make the second leg at higher flight level altitudes
when the threat of icing was lessened.
This brings me to a flawed mentality that I see as
prevalent in the PA46 world: A PA46 pilot usually “values
efficiency” above just about everything else, sometimes
to a flaw. Pushing fuel stops, choosing an altitude that
is fast with a tailwind but with icing, accepting a shortrunway airport that is nearer the destination, choosing a
crosswind runway at an airport that is closer as opposed
to a non-crosswind runway a tad bit further away, and
not adding an appropriate fuel load at an expensive
FBO…these are all examples of ways that the efficiency
mindset can be a negative for the safety of a flight.
The first 100 hours: Simply put, the highest risk
exposure in flying a new airframe is the first 100 hours
in that airframe. I advise my clients to “take no undue
risks” during the first 100 hours. No big crosswinds, no
flights where thunderstorms exist, no flights into icing
conditions where warm air below does not exist, no
approaches to minimums, no short runways, no flights
with less than one-hour fuel reserve…no, no, no.
Your job when you initially buy a PA46 is to “get
through” the first 100 hours without incident and build
experience that will allow you to buoy your decisionmaking in the future. A sign-off from an instructor gives

free rein to launch into some challenging situations, but
that does NOT mean it is prudent. Something that is
legal is not necessarily wise. Experience and judgment
are honed in the first 100 hours, so those first 100 hours
need to be easy flights that don’t push personal limits.
Onboard radar: We will never know, but I seriously
doubt radar helped the pilot of N307JM. With his low
experience, the onboard radar quite simply either
provided a false sense of awareness (giving him the belief
that he could accurately detect a storm threat) or was
turned OFF. My guess is that it was ON, and provided
just enough competition for his attention that it was
a deadly distraction. Was he fine-tuning the tilt and
missing the decreasing airspeed? Was there a green glob
on the screen that he was focusing on? Again, we’ll never
know, but I know what I see every day during recurrent
training. I can use realistic distractions in training to
turn pilot with good situation awareness (SA) into a pilot
that is bumbling and stumbling through the sky. During
training I can discreetly pull a circuit breaker and
disable a piece of equipment, turn the dimming switch
from DAY to NIGHT, introduce a random situation, or
render the autopilot inoperative and cause that pilot to
sweat profusely and miss important items that affect the
safety of flight. Distraction is a killer.
Training: I feel bad for the flight instructor. Twentyfive hours of instruction is sometimes plenty to turn a
Saratoga/Centurion/Mooney pilot into PA46 pilot who
has a chance of becoming good. Sometimes it is not. I’ve
had to tell several pilots that they need more instruction
time to be safe, and this conversation sometimes goes
poorly for it is a subjective analysis. The CFI role is not
for the faint of heart, trust me. Once the logbook is
signed and the training certificate sent, the CFI becomes
involved in decisions only insofar as the pilot allows.
I frequently get calls from clients when they hit tough
decision times, but more often than not, all I can do
is hope and pray that my instruction sticks. I bet the
training for this pilot was really good, so I shall certainly
not be one to pick up a rock, much less throw one.
Am I right with these thoughts? We will probably
never know. Do they pertain to you and your PA46
f lying? Possibly. If the shoe fits, wear it. If it doesn’t,
don’t. Hopefully we can stop the next accident. I hope
this discussion helps.

°
•

Joe Casey is an ATP, CFI, CFII (A/H), MEI, CFIG, CFIH, as well as
a U.S. Army UH-60 standardization instructor/examiner. A MMOPA
Board member and chair of the Safety Committee, he has been a PA46
instructor for 14-plus years, and has accumulated 11,800-plus hours of
flight time, 5,000 of which has been in the PA46. Contact Joe at: joe@
flycasey.com, or by phone at 903.721.9549.
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Meet Mr. Malibu
Larry Grant bought the very first productvion
Malibu. And he’s still flying it today.

I

by Amy Heaven
n early 2018, I was cleaning out years of documents from file cabinets in my Kansas City-based office. Among them
were original brochures from years of Piper production aircraft with an emphasis on Malibus, Mirages and Meridians.
Being a packrat by nature, I was having separation issues relegating them to a recycle bin. The brochures were dated as
they featured models in tweed jackets, horn-rimmed glasses and long sideburns. But the promotional materials were
still beautiful and bejeweled with spectacular air-to-air photographs by artist Paul Bowen, among others.
rushed back to me, with one standing
out specifically.
That’s how I learned of
Larry Grant. He’s a crafter in
Beryllium with multiple products
on the moon and orbiting in space.
But more importantly to me, he
also has the distinction of taking
delivery of the first Malibu that was

I decided to re-home these
brochures. The registration numbers
on the brochure pages were clearly
visible and the ownership was public
record. So I jotted a note with each
and mailed them to there current
owners. The response was immediate
and heartwarming. The notes of
gratitude from sentimental pilots
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ever available to the market, and still
owns and flies her to this day. That,
in and of itself, is pretty remarkable,
but when you learn where he’s
been with N4319M and what’s
he’s done with his airplane, it is
downright awesome.
Larry took his first flying lesson
the same year I did: in 1975. Unlike

me, he was pragmatic and realized
it would benefit his intended career
in the aerospace business. It wasn’t
long before he was renting a Cessna
on the East Coast and flying out of
international airports. A few years
later he rented a B36TC as a weeklong
test drive for his first aircraft
purchase. That Bonanza took him
to Vero Beach where he met Piper’s
director of engineering Jim Griswold.
Larry was impressed enough that he
wrote a deposit check for the first
Malibu off the assembly line without
a clue of the estimated ready date or
suggested retail price.
The Malibu was indeed an
overnight sensation with Larry
when he was handed the keys on
December 5, 1983. The novelty of
this fresh design made N4319M
the darling of aviation publications
and the editor’s choice for flight
reviews and gushing editorials. But
that was just the beginning. Larry
was contacted by French aviation
speed-merchant Patrick Fortique
who wanted to use his Malibu for his
participation in the Trans African
Air Race. In addition, he would try to
break the transatlantic speed records.
On February 18, 1984, with the
backing of the J&B Scotch distillers,
N4319M broke three speed records
flying nonstop from San Francisco
to New York then non-stop to Paris.

Two of those three records stand
today with the San Francisco to Paris
in 31 hours and 37 minutes and the
New York to Paris leg in 12 hours
and 2 minutes. Larry affectionately
calls this trip the “Paris Adventure.”
The trip concluded with a victory
tour of Europe that included a gala
celebration at Mont Chandon Winery.
Toward the tail end of the
Paris Adventure, Patrick and
N4319M were victorious in every
category at the annual Trans African
Air Race from Paris to Libreville, the
capital of Gabon.
On the return trip home in his
Malibu, without the use of Loran C
or high-frequency navigation, Larry
and Patrick relied only on the sun, a
sexton and a calculator. After hours
of flight over open waters, they
arrived in Greenland within just a
few nautical miles off course.
Again, Larry and Patrick join
forces on the full restoration
of a Lockheed Loadstar.
Patrick’s objective was to break
Howard Hughes’ round-the-world
speed record. As the head of Patrick’s
Alaskan ground crew, Larry had been
invited to a planning session in Paris.
After he missed his international
flight, Larry showed the crew of the
next Paris-bound Concord the cover
of an aviation magazine featuring
his Malibu. They were so

impressed that he won a ride in
the jump seat of the sold-out flight.
Seeing the Mach meter reading
2.0 made a lasting memory, as did
the breathtaking scenery from the
cockpit of his Malibu as he headed
north to Fairbanks later that year.
In August of 1986, Larry’s
daughter Susie, who was 17 at the
time, broke Patrick Fortique’s speed
record by flying this same airplane
from San Francisco to New York
in 10 hours 38 minutes. That beat
the French aviator’s time by one
hour and 12 minutes. A student
pilot at the time, Susie calculated
that she could beat Patrick’s time by
making a fuel stop versus flying a
heavy, tanked airplane coast to coast.
Upon hand-off to New York Center,
controllers not only cleared her
direct La Guardia, but also gave her
a descent at pilot’s discretion from
FL250. All traffic was held clear of
the airport so as not to interfere with
the record-breaking flight. Seriously?
We are talking about La Guardia
after all.

Larry Grant (left) and French aviation air racer
Patrick celebrate upon landing in San Jose after
their successful trans-Atlantic return flight.
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Larry with his record-setting Malibu in Greenland during the return trans-Atlantic flight. Larry notes
for this flight they carried four people on board and used only factory-standard fuel tanks.
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N4319M set another world
record in June of 2011 when
Larry’s partners in the Malibu,
Wayne Wright and Garth Harley,
flew across the continental
United States, San Jose to WinstonSalem, non-stop with standard
fuel. That represents an endurance
flight of 10 hours 16 minutes. All
totaled, Malibu N4319M has set
roughly 17 world aviation speed
records. That’s not bad for one
production airplane!
Like myself, Larry is a dyed-inthe-wool fan of the PA46. He and
his wife Scarlet are still enjoying
their adventures in the airplane and
plan to continue to do so. They’ve
been to remote, exotic and elegant
places and rubbed elbows with
world-class achievers.
As Larry says, “All of this is
because of the people that the Malibu
helped introduce us to.” Larry is
now working on his memoirs and I
am anxiously waiting to buy the first
edition.

°
•

CONVENTION & FLY-IN

Save the Date!
The 2019 MMOPA Convention & Fly-In
May 29 - June 1 • Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island, FL
Poised on a bluff of dunes overlooking the Atlantic
Ocean, The Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island is a destination
of unspoiled coastal beauty and Southern charm.
Surrounded by an 18-hole PGA golf course, this resort
offers impeccable service, glorious ocean and island
views and a full menu of dining, fitness, spa and
beach amenities.

Our host airport will be the Fernandina Beach
Municipal Airport (KFHB), which is only a short
distance away.
You won’t want to miss these four days of education,
entertainment and everything PA46.
REGISTRATION OPENS EARLY SPRING –
WATCH THE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS!

°
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SAFETY

Carbon Monoxide
and the PA46

D

by Joe Casey

on’t let anyone fool you. Carbon monoxide
(CO) poisoning is a VERY real threat to general
aviation. Pilots must take precautions to ensure
the occupants of the airplane are safeguarded
against CO poisoning. But, is CO poisoning
possible in a PA46? While I could answer that question
with only a few words, I’ll take the opportunity to delve
more rigorously into the subject, which will require many
words and hopefully create a better understanding.
Here’s some basic terms you must understand to have a
proper discussion on carbon monoxide poisoning:
O2: Oxygen that the cells in your body needs to
function. Without O2 the cells in your body will not work.
CO2: Carbon Dioxide is the byproduct of the work
your cells create and must be eliminated from the body
through exhaling.
CO: Carbon Monoxide is colorless, odorless
toxin that your body cannot use. It is a product of
incomplete combustion.
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Let’s talk about the human body and how
it respirates. Air is inhaled and brought to
the lungs via the mouth and nose through the
trachea. At the lungs oxygen (O2) is transferred
from the air to the bloodstream and carbon dioxide
(CO2) is transferred from the bloodstream to the air
across the aveolar-capillary membrane. There are lots
factors that influence the effectiveness of this transfer,
but the biggest two are the presence of available O2 in
the atmosphere (more air density at lower altitudes and
less at higher altitudes) and the differential pressure of
the O2 in the air as contrasted to the partial pressure of
the O2 in the bloodstream.
After the transfer, the O2 is then carried by the O2-rich
blood to the hungry body cells via the circulatory system
where another transfer takes place. The O2 (again due to
differences in partial pressure) transfers from the blood to
the body cell and CO2 is transferred from the body cell to
the blood. The CO2-rich blood then gets carried back to the
lungs to be eliminated so the process can start all over again.

ey

Most pilots associate hypoxia with the lessened density
of the air as altitude is increased and the partial pressure
of oxygen consequently decreases. Although a very real
threat to every aviator, that is hypoxic hypoxia, and CO
poisoning is different.
CO poisoning is another type of hypoxia, specifically
hypemic hypoxia. Hypemic hypoxia is due to the presence
of a toxin, and CO is the most readily available toxin in
the flight environment. The key is to understand the word
“affinity.” Affinity = likability. Basically, the blood has
a greater affinity for CO than for O2. If CO is present,
the blood “likes” CO better than O2 and the CO will be
transferred to the blood at the lungs. How much more
“likable” is CO than O2? Try 256 times greater affinity.
That’s right…not twice as much, or three times as much…
CO is “liked” 256 times more than O2! So, if there’s any CO
present in your lungs, it will assuredly get a spot on that
red blood cell and the O2 that is desperately needed by your
body tissues will not.
The CO is carried to the various cells in the body. But,
those cells cannot accept the CO, so the hungry cells go
without the life-giving oxygen and starve. The body cells
associated with the brain and eyes are the most O2-needy,
so severe headaches, nausea, and even death can result
from CO poisoning.
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CO and the PA46
Now that we understand CO poisoning, we can go back
to the question, “Can we get CO poisoning in a PA46?”
For a turbine PA46 (Meridian, JetPROP, M500, M600),
the answer is effectively “no,” not during normal
operation. Carbon monoxide is a product of
incomplete combustion, and the air that enters
the cabin during normal operation comes
from the Ng turbine (where only compression
occurs). To me, this is one of the many reasons
why any PA46 turbine is normally preferable to
any PA46 piston.
In the Meridian, M500, and M600 I cannot
think of a single way that incomplete combustion
could occur. For the JetPROP, I can only think of one
way that CO poisoning could possibly occur, and it
would be an extremely remote potential. The inlet lip
of a JetPROP is heated by a heated blanket anytime the
prop de-ice switch is turned ON. I have seen the inlet
heat blanket on a JetPROP fail and scorch the inlet area.
If this were to be the case, some of the smoke from that
scorching could enter the cockpit from being ingested
into the engine and then being bled through the bleed air
system. There would be a burning smell in the cockpit,
and there could be an extremely minor chance that CO
would be present in significant enough of a quantity to
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How Carbon Monoxide Poisons

create a CO poisoning hazard.
If you smell a burning smell in a
JetPROP, my first action is to turn
off the prop/inlet deice and see if
the smell goes away.
How about the piston versions
of the PA46? There are two
answers, one for the alwaysunpressurized Matrix and another
for the pressurized versions (M350,
Mirage, Malibu).
The Matrix is highly susceptible
to CO poisoning. Air is brought
through the NACA scoop on the
right side of the engine cowling and
brought directly into the cabin. If
the CABIN HEAT knob is pulled,
the air that goes through the NACA
scoop goes to the exhaust heat muff
to be heated prior to coming into the
cabin. If an exhaust leak exists in the
heat muff, CO gasses will be brought
directly into the cabin.
For the pressurized piston PA46s
(Malibu, Mirage, M350), there’s only
one way this could happen, and the
pilot has complete control over this
situation. Let’s delve into the piston
pressurized PA46 environmental
system for the longer, but more
thorough answer.
Warm and pressurized bleed air
comes from the turbochargers on all
piston PA46s, and then that bleed
air goes through a heat exchanger.
To cool the bleed air, ambient air
flows through the NACA scoop on

the right cowling and flows to the
heat exchanger. If the pilot pulls the
CABIN HEAT knob, the ambient
air is sent to a heat muff around the
right-side exhaust. The heat muff
works REALLY well and heats the
ambient air significantly. This heated
air is sent to the heat exchanger
to heat the bleed air that enters
the cabin.
All of the above discussion
for the piston PA46’s is what I’d
call “normal operations” for the
pressurized piston PA46s. The
following discussion is certainly
“acceptable operations,” but
probably not “usual operations.”
The Cabin Dump Valve is
designed to provide the pilot with
a way to stop the bleed air from
entering the cabin and dump the
cabin pressure in an emergency
situation. But, it can also be used
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1. The Bleed Air Shutoff Valve is
closed, and bleed air is stopped
from entering the cabin.
2. The Dump Valve is opened and
the bleed air that was going into
the cabin is now dumped into the
engine compartment.
3. The Check Valve is opened and air
from the NACA scoop is allowed
to enter into the cabin.
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by the pilot who understands the
environmental system and wants
to either cool or heat the cabin
more quickly. If the pilot pulls the
CABIN DUMP knob, then three
actions occur simultaneously:
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During super-hot days, the
CABIN PRESS DUMP knob can
be pulled and the warm bleed air
(that is not being cooled well by the
hot ambient air) will not come into
the cabin, which should allow for a
somewhat cooler cabin. The cabin
will not be pressurized, but on those

sweltering summer days, this can be a good idea to create
the coolest cabin possible.
On those bitter-cold days, the same operation can be
used effectively. The CABIN PRESS DUMP knob can
be pulled along with the CABIN HEAT knob. Then, the
ambient air is passed through the super-effective heat
muff and then sent into the cabin. The cabin will again
not be pressurized, but this is certainly the best way to
warm a cold piston cabin. But, circling back to the CO
poisoning discussion, herein lies a problem.
Remember, CO is a product of incomplete
combustion, and the heat muff is where the potential
for CO to enter the cabin exists. If there were a
problem (crack, hole, etc.) inside the heat muff, and
the CABIN HEAT and CABIN PRESS DUMP knobs
are pulled, exhaust gasses can enter the cabin creating
a CO poisoning potential.
There’s an easy way to guarantee that CO gasses will
not enter the cabin in a piston pressurized PA46…simply
don’t pull the CABIN PRESS DUMP knob unless an
emergency exists. If this knob is not pulled, then there’s
simply no way for CO to enter the cabin from the heat
muff. Am I okay with a pilot pulling the CABIN PRESS
DUMP knob on those very hot or very cold days? Sure.
But, be aware that while it’s a great way to warm or cool
the cabin, on those cold days it opens the back door
for CO to walk in and poison everything breathing in
the cabin.
So, if you are one of those piston pressurized pilots
who plans to use the CABIN PRESS DUMP knob (or
a Matrix pilot), I strongly recommend you have a CO
monitor in the cockpit. And, I don’t mean one of those
pathetic small CO indicators (“the patch”) that have a
small dot that turns black if CO is present. Simply put,
they will detect CO, but they are only visual, and if you
are not looking at the CO detector you will not be aware
of the deadly presence of CO. I see those detectors in
cockpits frequently, and most often they are out of date
and relegated to an obscure place on the panel. If you
have one on the panel, just throw it away. It is simply
useless, and dangerously gives a semblance of protection
that does not exist.
If you plan to use the CABIN PRESS DUMP knob on
the piston pressurized versions (or are a Matrix pilot),
then purchase an audible CO detector that will make
an obnoxious noise when CO is detected. There’s plenty
of those available at a reasonable cost and they work
splendidly. I’ve got one permanently mounted in my
Cessna 182, and it’ll sound off if I taxi with the door open
in certain wind conditions. Even small amounts of CO
will trigger the obnoxious sound, which is exactly as it
should be.

The environmental system in all of the pressurized
PA46s is excellent from standpoint of CO protection. The
fact that you cannot get CO poisoning in the pressurized
PA46s during normal operations distinguishes it from
virtually every other piston airplane on the planet and
makes the pressurized PA46s singularly outstanding
in terms of safety. Other non-PA46 airframes use fuel
heaters (that have a dismal safety/reliability record)
or they vent air directly from the heat muff in normal
operation. While CO detection and prevention is a HUGE
deal in non-pressurized airframes, CO poisoning simply
should not be a problem for the wise pressurized PA46
owner who understands the systems on the airplane. We
should rest easy with the knowledge that we truly do have
a superior environmental system compared to nearly
every other airframe competitor.

°
•

Joe Casey is an ATP, CFI, CFII (A/H), MEI, CFIG, CFIH, as well as
a U.S. Army UH-60 standardization instructor/examiner. A MMOPA
Board member and chair of the Safety Committee, he has been a
PA46 instructor for 14-plus years and has accumulated 11,800-plus
hours of flight time, 5,000 of which has been in the PA46. Contact
Joe at: www.flycasey.com, by email at joe@flycasey.com, or by
phone at 903.721.9549.
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Introducing
Miss MMOPA
Shelly Derrough

Pilot, doctor, Navy
veteran and JetPROP
owner awarded title at
2018 MMOPA Convention.

A

t the 2018 MMOPA Convention & Fly-In, the
annual auction fundraiser offered a unique
new item for bid: The chance to win the
honor of being named “Miss MMOPA of the
Year.” Not only did the winning bid go toward
funding safety programs and resources through the
MMOPA Safety & Education Foundation, it provided a
fun way for members to pay tribute to their special
spouse or companion. After the item was announced,
a number of members ardently bid against one another.
In the end, David Randall, a JetPROP owner from
Springfield, Missouri, prevailed.

The choice of this branch of service was based primarily
on the Navy’s more favorable base locations (usually
near the water and in warmer climes) than the Army or
Air Force. Also, Shelly joked, the female uniforms were
somewhat less heinous than the other branches.
After completing her residency in 1995 at the
Naval Medical Center in Portsmouth, Virginia, Shelly was
informed the Navy needed to fill a psychiatry/neurology
internship slot. However, she had planned to do obstetrics/
gynecology. At this memorable moment (she said can still
feel the chest pain) she developed the “testicular fortitude”
that has served her well since. The Navy created an extra
ob-gyn slot for her, and Shelly completed her obligated
service at Naval Hospital Camp Lejeune in Jacksonville,
North Carolina. It was there she met her husband David,
an ear, nose and throat doctor, and they eventually settled
down in Springfield, Mo.
Her flying interest began with an Army friend from her
residency who would call her out of the blue to meet at an
FBO for a trip to Tangier Island or Kitty Hawk. Several
years later, David arranged a few introductory flights at a
local flight school, which she parlayed into her first two

We are proud to introduce the 2018 Miss MMOPA
of the year: Shelly Derrough!
Shelly grew up in Springfield, Missouri, a midsize
town located in the Ozarks. She attended the local
Drury University where she put herself through school
as a phlebotomist and doing odd jobs on a college workstudy program. She graduated with biology, chemistry
and Spanish degrees and after a year of graduate study,
Shelly decided to pursue a medical degree. She attended
University of Missouri-Columbia medical school on a
Navy health professional scholarship, chosen in part
because it provided her mother more peace of mind that
she wouldn’t be financially burdened by debt.
“However, I wonder if she considered the potential of
being stationed in a fleet hospital or being on a military
ship as a less risky consequence,” Shelly quipped.
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flight lessons. Not long after, they joined a flying club that
had a 1969 Arrow and 1971 Cherokee.
“We felt ourselves to be in tall cotton with those planes,”
David added. “She got her license a bit before I did.
Subsequently, Shelly gave me the clearance to acquire a
2001 Piper Saratoga TC, which worked much better for our
periodic trips to Florida, Michigan and the East Coast.”
In 2015, they purchased a 2000 Mirage for its better
speed, range and capability. Since then, they completed a
JetPROP conversion.

“Probably our favorite flights have been to a few
places in the Bahamas; Staniel Cay ranks as the most
memorable given the runway and how it sits on the
island,” Shelly said.
With regard to being named Miss MMOPA, Shelly
added, “My husband did it with an even balance of
making a charitable donation and obtaining maximum
embarrassment for me! It happened only because he
escaped my supervision when I had left the room briefly.”
Congratulations Shelly!

°
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MEMORY ITEMS

MMSTF Event in Vero Beach,
FL last November

MMSTF and M-Class
Announce 2019 Schedules

W

rapping up their 2018 schedule, MMSTF
held a weekend training and education event
Nov. 1-3 in Vero Beach, Florida. Hosted by
Legacy Flight Training, the event featured
sessions on engine operation and maintenance,
weather, medical fitness and accident prevention.

MMSTF has four 2019 weekend events planned:

• Henderson, NV – Henderson Executive Airport (KHND)
– February 21-23
• Groton, CT – Groton – New London Airport (KGON) –
June 28-29
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• Fredericksburg, TX – Gillespie County Airport (T82) –
August 9-10
• Vero Beach, FL – Vero Beach Airport (KVRB) – November 7-9
In addition, M-Class held two successful training
sessions last fall – Jacksonville, Texas and Vero Beach,
Florida. The events covered PA46 environmental
systems, top 10 non-fatal stupid pilot tricks, and “how to
kill yourself in the a PA46.” According to Joe Casey, who
led the sessions, most all participants were pursuing
credentialing toward the Master Aviator Program.

The 2019 M-Class schedule of events:
• Vero Beach, FL – February 7-9
• Jacksonville, TX – March 21-23 (Offered concurrently with
Maintenance M-Class with Kevin Mead)
• Anoka County, MN – June 20-22
• Hutchinson, KS – October 3-5
• Jacksonville, TX – November 14-16 (Offered concurrently
with Maintenance M-Class with Kevin Mead)
• Vero Beach, FL – December 5-7
M-Class events usually book up three-to-four months
in advance, with the Jacksonville session being the
most popular.
Attending one of these sessions will satisfy
the mid-year training requirement for the
Master Aviator Program. For more information,
check out “Safety Events” under the Safety tab on the
MMOPA website.

°
•

“Roger that!”
He’s not a pilot but when
you need to talk about
aviation marketing,
John Shoemaker speaks
your language. And more
importantly, he listens.
Call him today and find how
the publications he serves,
and the markets they reach,
can help your aviation related
business grow.

800-773-7798
VP Demand Creation Services –
serving your advertising needs with
these fine aviation publications:
● ABS ● Comanche Flyer ● COPA Pilot
● King Air ● MMOPA
● Twin & Turbine

john.shoemaker@vpdemandcreation.com

Pilots
N Paws

SIMPLE AS 1-2-3
No bothersome paperwork required!
If you love to fly, and you love animals,
please join us now! It’s easy, it’s fun, and
it’s extremely rewarding. Joining is easy
and takes just a minute of your time.
1. Go to www.pilotsnpaws.org
and register
2. Post your information and read
other posts
3. Wait for contacts / make contact
with others

®

is an online meeting place for pilots and other volunteers
who help to transport rescue animals by air. The mission of the site is to
provide a user-friendly communication venue between those that rescue,
shelter, and foster animals; and pilots and plane owners willing to assist
with the transportation of these animals.
A general aviation transport requires just one pilot volunteer and is
far more efficient and dependable than time-consuming ground transportation for these animals who are often in danger of euthanization.
Volunteer pilots retain complete authority of their planning and flights,
and can give as much or as little time as they like.
M M O P A

WHY JOIN THE PILOTS N PAWS
NETWORK?
• Enjoy flying while helping a worthwhile
non-profit organization
• Flights are tax-deductible 501c3
• Expand your network of pilot/aviation
contacts and other professionals
• Gain flight experience and log more hours
• Explore new geographical areas
• An extremely rewarding experience
every time

Pilots N Paws
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Veterans Airlift Command
Full Page 4/C Ad
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2018-2019 MMOPA Master Aviator
Award Application
Name:

Mailing Address:
City:

_____________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Email:

Today’s Date:

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________

State:

Phone:

________________________

Zip:

___________

___________________________________________

PA46 PIC hours: I verify that I have logged (check one):
____ 100
____ 200
____ 300+
TOTAL PA46 PIC hours from 5/1/18 to 4/30/19: __________
I verify that I completed an annual insurance-approved recurrent training event with an MMOPA approved training
provider on the following date between May 1, 2018 and April 30, 2019. (Please provide a copy of the completion
certificate or evidence of endorsement.)
DATE: ________________________
I also verify that I completed a mid-year training event with a MMOPA approved training provider within the
past 36 months of the date of this application. (Please provide a copy of the completion certificate or evidence
of endorsement.)
DATE: ________________________
I verify that I have attended an MMOPA Convention within the last three years.
Year of convention attended: __________
I certify that I have had no accidents or incidents within the last three years.
To be recognized and receive the “Senior Aviator” or “Master Aviator” award:
___ Describe and provide proof of completion of an upset/recovery stall/spin training event you have completed.
Description:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

___

Date of training _________________
Provide proof of a tailwheel endorsement.
Date of training _________________

Master Aviator Retention
To retain the honor of being at the highest level of the Master Aviator program, you must have flown 100 hours in the PA46
between May 1, 2018 and April 30, 2019. In addition, you must have completed an additional training or rating achievement
event, including:
New rating:
Commercial
ATP
CFI
Rotorcraft
Seaplane
Glider
Other
Other:
Altitude chamber training
Mountain/backcountry training
NBAA Single-Pilot Safety Standdown
Survival/dunk tank course
Aerobatic
Warbird training
MMOPA mid-year training event
Any military aviation course/event
Please provide a copy/copies of completion certificate(s).
Date of training: _____________________
Please select how you would like to be awarded the Master Aviator wings award:
I will be registering for the 2019 Annual Convention and would like to receive the award at the convention.
___ I would like the award mailed to me at the address noted above.
I certify that the information contained on this form is correct.
___

_________________________________________________________________

Signature
If you have any questions about your individual training, please send an email to safety@mmopa.com. We can evaluate any
training (completed or proposed) to determine if it aligns with the award criteria. All applications must be submitted to
safety@mmopa.com by May 1, 2019.
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CONVENTION & FLY-IN

°
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A

Domestic Service Centers

f.

Abilene Aero, Inc.
Lubbock, TX
Tel: 806-747-5101
Naples Air Center
Naples, FL
Tel: 800-226-4000
Flightline Group, Inc.
Tallahassee, FL
Tel: 850-574-4444
DLK Aviation
Kennesaw, GA
Tel: 770-427-4954

Southwest
Executive Aircraft
Maintenance
Scottsdale, AZ
Tel: 480-991-0900
West Coast Aircraft
Maintenance
Long Beach, CA
Tel: 562-981-6064
Loyd’s Aircraft
Maintenance, Inc.
Bakersfield, CA
Tel: 661-393-1588

Lone Mountain Aviation
Las Vegas, NV
Tel: 702-309-2200

Northeast
Three Wing Aviation Group,
LLC
Stratford, CT
Tel: 203-375-5796

Martin Aviation
Santa Ana, CA
Tel: 714-210-2945

Columbia Air Services
Groton, CT
Tel: 860-449-8999

Northwest
Western Aircraft Inc.
Boise, ID
Tel: 208-338-1800

Shoreline Aviation, Inc.
Marshfield, MA
Tel: 781-834-4928

Midwest

Columbia Air Services
BHB, LLC
Trenton, ME
Tel: 207-667-5534

Mather Aviation
Van Nuys, CA
Tel: 818-782-7473

Des Moines Flying Service,
Inc.
Des Moines, IA
Tel: 515-256-5300

Mather Aviation
Rancho Cordova, CA
Tel: 916-364-4711

Tri-State Aero, Inc.
Evansville, IN
Tel: 812-426-1221

Mangon Aircraft, Inc.
Petaluma, CA
Tel: 707-765-1848

Muncie Aviation Company
Muncie, IN
Tel: 800-289-7141

Ratliff Aviation, Inc.
Tucson, AZ
Tel: 520-746-1414

Kansas City Aviation Center
Olathe, KS
Tel :800-720-5222

Arapahoe Aero
Englewood, CO
Tel: 303-799-8386

Executive Air
Transport, Inc.
Muskeson, MI
Tel: 888-844-2359

Keystone Aviation
Salt Lake City, UT
Tel: 801-359-2085
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JPS Aviation LLC
Monroe, LA
Tel: 318-387-0222
Sun Aviation, Inc.
Vero Beach, FL
Tel: 772-562-9257
Skytech, Inc.
Rock Hill, SC
Tel: 803-366-5108
Skytech, Inc.
Westminster, MD
Tel: 410-574-4144
JetRight Aviation Maint., LLC
Nashville, TN
Tel: 615-360-2592

C & W Aero Services, Inc.
West Caldwell, NJ
Tel: 973-227-5750

Daytona Aircraft Services, Inc
Daytona Beach, FL
Tel: 386-255-2049

Tiffin Aire
Tiffin, OH
Tel: 419-447-4263

Advanced Aircraft Center
Miami, FL
Tel: 305-259-8291

Southeast
Texas Piper North, Inc.
Addison, TX
Tel: 800-288-8375
Texas Piper South, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
Tel: 210-340-6780
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International Service Centers
Aviation Unlimited
Toronto Buttonville Airport
2833 16th Avenue, Box 101
Markham, Ontario L3R0P8
Tel: 905-477-4655
Mustang Maintenance & Repair
216 Avro Lane
Calgary, Alberta, T3Z3S5
Tel: 403-286-1129
Prairie Flying Service, Ltd.
Suite 200-3035 Tutor Drive
Regina, Saskatchewan S4W 1B5
Tel: 306-569-3700
Handfield Aviation, Inc.
4920 Route De L’Aeroport
St. Hubert, QC J3Y8Y9
Tel: 450-676-6299
J.P.Martins Aviacao Ltda.
Av. Olavo Fontoura, 780
Campo de Marte
CEP 02012-021
Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil
Tel: +55-11-3538-2555
Hangar Uno, S.A.
Aeropuerto Internacional San
Fernando
1646 San Fernando
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: +54-11-4714-8100
Durandal International S.A.
Luis De La Torre 1004
Montevideo
11300 Uruguay
Tel: +598-2709-7267
Aeroneed/Nimbus
Av. Alcalde Fernando Castillo
Velasco 7941, La Reina
Region Metroploitano, Santiago
Chile
Tel: +56-9-8828-1994
Seijiro Yazawa Iwai Aviation S.A.
Edificio No. 126
Pan America Corporate Center
Edificio Aggreko, Planta Baja
Panama Pacifico
Republica de Panama
Tel: +1 (305) 458-1671
Talento Technico En Aviacion
Juan Salvador Agraz
65 Colonia Santa Fe Cuajimalpa
Piso 12
Mexico D.F.
5348
Tel: 555-662-3100
International Aviation Support B.V.
De Zanden 113
7395 PG
Tegue, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 55-323-1967

IAE Ltd.
Hangar 2
Cranfield Airfield
Bedford MK43 0JR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-123-4750661
MCA Aviation Ltd.
Business Aviation Centre
Hangar 603, Aviation Park
North East
Bournemouth International Airport
Dorset, BH23 6NE
England - United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (1202) 571711
British European Aviation Limited
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow
Buckinghamshire SL7 3DP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-1789-470476
RGV Aviation Ltd.
Gloucester Airport
Hangar SE40
Cheltenham GL51 6SP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-145-2855501
Piper Generalvertretung Deutschland AG
Flughafen Kassel
Calden D 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-5674-70452
ARLT Aircraft Services
Flugplatz, Halle 4
Worms, DE-67547
Germany
Tel: +49-624-1-23373

Spessart Air Service Center
Flugplatz Aschaffenburg
Großostheim D-63672
Germany
Tel: +49-602-66066

Wings Over Asia
66 Seletar Aerospace View
WOA Aviation Hangar-66, #03-01
Singapore 797509
Tel: +65-6659-6225

Wilhelm Tank GmbH
Flugplatz MariensielWilhelmshaven
Sande D-26452
Germany
Tel: +49-442-1201010

Aero Facility Co., LTD
Shimbashi Plaza Bldg. 15F
4-9-1 Shimbashi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0004
Japan
Tel: +81-3-5402-6884

JB Investments Ltd
U1. Redutowa 10
Warszawa 01-103
Poland
Tel: +48-227-369919

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aeroporto Cantonale di Locarmo
Gordola CH-6596
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-7453388

OK Aviation Sales, s.r.o.
Airport Příbram
Drasov 201
261 01 Příbram
Czech Republic
Tel: +42-31-8690644

RUAG Schweiz AG
RUAG Aviation via Aeropuerto 12
CH-6596 Gordola
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-735-2940
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flugplatz Vosleau
Osterreichische-A-2540
Austria
Tel: +43-225-2790894

Sim-Aviation
2nd Otdelenie s/za
“Solnechniy” 16
350012, Krasnodar, Russia
Tel: +78-61-2222200

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Graz
A-8073 Feldkirchen
Austria
Tel: +43-316-296149

Cirrus d.o.o.
Tragovina, Prozvodnja
Tkaiska 12
SLO-3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel: +38-63-4286230

UNI-FLY
Odense Airport
Hangar 37
Odense DK-5270
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
Flugplatz Wallmuehle
Tel: +45-6595-55044
Atting D-94348
Germany
European Aircraft Sales ApS
Tel: +49-942-9716
GI. Skolevej 26
5642 Morud
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
94474 Vilshofen,
Tel: +45-4016-5401
Flugplatz 2
Germany
Air Service Vamdrup
Tel: +49-854-18974
Flyplassveien 25
N-3514 Honefoss
Piper Maintenance GmbH
Norway (Norge)
Flughafen Kassel
Tel: +47-21-999-708
Calden 34379
Germany
Fanmei Aviation Ind. Group Ltd.
Tel: +49-567-470480
5 Wang Chong Street
Yongchang Township
Röder Präzision
Beichuan Qiang
Am Flugplatz
Sinchuan, China
Egelsbach, D 63329
Tel: +86-138-8028-3396
Germany
Tel: +49-610-34002670
Porta Air Service GmbH & Co. KG
Flughafen 9
Porta Westfalica D 32457
Germany
Tel: +49-573-176730
M M O P A
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AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Linz, Hoersching
Osterreich A-4063
Austria
Tel: +43-722-164532
Airflite
26 Newton Road
Perth Airport
Western Australia 6105
Tel: +61-8-9478-9088
National Airways Corporation
Gate C, Hangar No. 104C
Lanseria Airport, Lanseria, 1748
South Africa
Tel: +27-11-267-5000
Global Aviation SA
Civil Aviation Airport of
Pachi, Megara
Megara, 19100
Greece
Tel: +30-22960-81154
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Cutter
Full Page Ad

BC
www.cutteraviation.com
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